Day 1

our hand!

We shall depart from Center of Israel to the
big Crater – around 1 hour and a half drive. On
the way we can stop for a short Camel drive
(optional).
We shall arrive to a magnificent observation
point from which we can see the beauty of the
Crater and hear the story of its creation.
We shall enjoy a coffee and cakes in this
place and proceed via an unexplored road
to the Arava. On the way we shall pass some
phosphates factories and hear about their
mining process.
We shall stop on the way in a special and
amazing observation point of the desert and
the mount of Zin. From there we shall visit the
place where more than 2000 crocodiles live
their life in the Arava .
After a short break we shall ride on off road
vehicles or ATVs in the Savannah. We shall
explore exotic and unique places including
rocky hills, rivers, cliffs and special observation
points until we reach for the sunset a hidden
place in which we shall view the unforgettable
sunset in the desert with a glass of wine in

We shell Proceed to the lodge and check in
A rich dinner will be served. In the night we
shall experience a unique stars observation
in the desert.
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Day 2
After breakfast we shall visit the special
museum in the Arava for Agriculture . We shall
hear the story how the local farmers were able
to conquer the desert , the water irrigation
processes and the way they grow and export
the vegetables and flowers to other countries .
We proceed by special Tom cars to see unique
locations in the Arava where the beauty and
wildness of the nature combines with human
skills to make it a special harmony .
We shall visit a local brewery n the Arava in
which we can taste the local bear and have
some appetizers for late lunch .
We shall proceed north and see some remarkable
observation points of the dead sea and end up
with a rich dinner in one of the unknown hills
overlooking the dead sea.

For details and bookings:
Info@azjanddytours.com

Enjoy and fall in love
with the magical nature
and history of Israel!
Janddy Tours Israel is offering:

Trips in the nature, unknown places
to most of the travelers!
Small groups

Trips and special
meals in amazing
locations and
observation points

An experienced
local guide

Unique
attractions and
experience

Stay In Special
Lodges In The
Nature

A special gift to
every guest

